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PERSPECTIVE

Testing the foundation of quantum physics in space
via Interferometric and non-interferometric
experiments with mesoscopic nanoparticles
Giulio Gasbarri 1,2,10✉, Alessio Belenchia 3,4,10✉, Matteo Carlesso 4,5,6,

Sandro Donadi6,7, Angelo Bassi 5,6, Rainer Kaltenbaek 8,9,

Mauro Paternostro 4 & Hendrik Ulbricht2

Quantum technologies are opening novel avenues for applied and fundamental science at an

impressive pace. In this perspective article, we focus on the promises coming from the

combination of quantum technologies and space science to test the very foundations of

quantum physics and, possibly, new physics. In particular, we survey the field of mesoscopic

superpositions of nanoparticles and the potential of interferometric and non-interferometric

experiments in space for the investigation of the superposition principle of quantum

mechanics and the quantum-to-classical transition. We delve into the possibilities offered by

the state-of-the-art of nanoparticle physics projected in the space environment and discuss

the numerous challenges, and the corresponding potential advancements, that the space

environment presents. In doing this, we also offer an ab-initio estimate of the potential of

space-based interferometry with some of the largest systems ever considered and show that

there is room for tests of quantum mechanics at an unprecedented level of detail.

Quantum mechanics is one of the most successful physical theories humankind has ever
formulated. Nonetheless, its interpretation and range of validity elude our full grasping.
One of the basic features of quantum physics is the superposition principle which, when

applied to the macroscopic world, leads to counter-intuitive states akin to the celebrated
Schödinger’s cat. While models beyond quantum mechanics, challenging some of its inter-
pretational issues, have been formulated in their early days, testing the predictions of the theory
when applied to the macroscopic world has proven to be a tall order. The main reason for this is
the intrinsic difficulty in isolating large systems from their environment.

Space offers a potentially attractive arena for such an endeavor, promising the possibility to
create and verify the quantum properties of macroscopic superpositions far beyond current
Earth-based capabilities1–4. In this work, we focus on the efforts to test the boundaries of
quantum physics in space employing nanoparticles, which are one of the best-suited candidates
for quantum superpositions of high-mass objects. It should be noticed that, while we will focus
on testing quantum physics, large spatial superpositions of massive systems are bound to be
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sensitive probes for many other physical phenomena, from dark
matter and dark energy searches5–13 to gravimetry and Earth
observation applications14,15.

In this perspective article, we delve into the possibilities offered
by the state-of-the-art nanoparticle physics projected in the space
environment. In doing so, we offer an ab-initio estimate of the
potential of space-based interferometry with some of the largest
systems ever considered and show that there is room for testing
quantum mechanics at an unprecedented level of detail.

In particular, after a brief introduction to the problem at hand
and its relevance in fundamental physics, we discuss the advan-
tages potentially offered by a space environment for quantum
experiments based on large quantum superpositions of nano-
particles. We also give a self-contained overview of the current
state-of-the-art for space-mission proposals and distinguish two
classes of experiments that can be performed in space: non-
interferometric and interferometric ones. The former does not
require the creation of macroscopic superpositions and exploit
the free-evolution spread of the position of a quantum particle.
The latter, in contrast, require the creation and verification of
large superpositions but also offer the benefit of a direct test of
both the superposition principle of quantum mechanics and
of competing theories. Both classes of experiments take advantage
of the long free-fall times in space and can be used to cast
stringent constraints on theoretical predictions. To showcase this
last aspect, we present an ab-initio estimate of the constraints that
can be expected from space-based interferometry with large
nanoparticles.

Superposition of macroscopic systems: the case for space
The predictions of quantum physics have been confirmed with a
high degree of precision in a multitude of experiments, from the
sub-atomic scale up to matter-wave interferometry with tests
masses of nearly 105 atomic mass units (amu)16. The basis for
observing matter-wave interference is the quantum superposition
principle, one of the pillars of quantum physics. While quantum
physics does not pose any fundamental limitation to the size of
quantum superposition states, the Gedankenexperiment of Schrö-
dinger’s cat17 illustrates the controversies entailed by the super-
position principle when extended to the macroscopic world. Many
proposals have been formulated in an attempt to establish a
mechanism that would lead to the emergence of a classical world at
macroscopic scales. Among them, we find Bohmian mechanics18,19,
decoherence histories20, the many-world interpretation21, and col-
lapse models22,23 to name a few. The latter differs from the other
proposals in the fact that they predict a phenomenology that
deviates from one of standard quantum mechanics, albeit in a
delicate fashion. In this sense, collapse models represent an alter-
native construction to standard quantum theory, more than an
alternative interpretation recovering all the predictions of the latter.
In light of the central role that they play in the experimental
investigation of quantum macroscopicity24,25, in the following, we

will focus on such models as benchmarks for precision tests of
quantum mechanics.

In 2010, a proposal for experimentally creating and verifying a
state akin to the one of Schrödinger’s cat based on the use of
massive mechanical resonators was put forward within the con-
text of the MAQRO proposal1. The latter put forward the vision
of harnessing the unique environment provided by space to test
quantum physics in a dedicated, medium-sized space mission to
be conducted within the framework of the “Cosmic Vision pro-
gramme” run by the European Space Agency (ESA). The scope of
the endeavor was to create a macroscopic superposition of
motional states of a massive particle and probe its quantum
coherence by allowing the wave functions of the components of
such superposition to interfere, as in a double-slit experiment.
The space-based environment would guarantee unprecedented
levels of protection from environmental noises, as well as favor-
able working conditions for the engineering of the cat-like state1.

Near-field interferometry has later been identified as a viable
route for the achievement of the original goals of MAQRO2,
holding the promises for testing the superposition principle with
particles of mass up to 1011 amu. This would be at least six orders
of magnitude larger than the current record16. It would also far
exceed the projected upper bound to the masses that could be
used in similar ground-based experiments. Such terrestrial upper-
bounds are strongly limited by the achievable free-fall times on
Earth26 (cf. subsection Possible advantages of a space environ-
ment). The basic payload consists of optically trapped dielectric
nanoparticles with a target mass range from 107 to 1011 amu. The
main scientific objectives are to perform both near-field inter-
ferometric and non-interferometric experiments. In both cases,
high-vacuum and cryogenic temperatures are needed. The par-
ticles, after loading, are initially trapped in an optical cavity and
their center-of-mass degree of freedom cooled down by a 1064
nm laser entering the quantum regime. For this purpose, two
TEM00 modes with orthogonal polarization are to be used for
trapping and side-band cooling along the cavity axis. The trans-
verse motion is instead cooled employing a TEM01 and a TEM10

mode. After the initial state preparation, the particle can be
released from the optical trap and undergo different evolutions—
free fall expansion, coherent manipulations, and quantum
detection—depending on the experiments to be performed.

The feasibility of the avenue identified in MAQRO has recently
been investigated in a Quantum Physics Payload platForm
(QPPF) study at the ESA Concurrent Design Facility4. Such study
has identified (a) the core steps towards the realization of a space-
based platform for high-precision tests of quantum physics, and
(b) the potential of such platforms to test quantum physics with
increasing test mass with the scope to ascertain potential devia-
tions from the predictions of quantum physics due, for instance,
to gravity. The ultimate goal of these endeavors is to provide a
reference mission design for quantum physics experiments
in space.

The QPPF4 study culminated with the identification of a sui-
table combination of feasible free-fall times, temperature and
pressures [cf. Table 1], setting a target of 2034 for the launch of
the mission. While several technical challenges remain to be
addressed, the QPPF study has consolidated the intention to
leverage on the expertize in near-field interferometry and opto-
mechanics where state-of-the-art experiments with large molecule
at near 105 amu have been reported16, ground-state cooling
achieved27, and proof-of-concept proposals for ground-based
interferometry with large-mass experiments put forward26,28. In
this respect, it should be mentioned that theoretical proposals
based on other approaches, most noticeably magnetic levitation,
have recently attracted the attention of part of the community29.
These proposals envision testing the superposition principle with

Table 1 Possible mission’s parameters.

Parameters Values

Free fall time t up to 100 s
Environmental temperature Tenv down to 20 K
Pressure down to 10−11 Pa
Masses 107–1011 amu
Diameters 20–400 nm

Possible combination of the parameters identified for the MAQRO mission and considered by
ESA QPPF study4.
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ground-based experiments, overcoming some of the existing
limitations through the low noise level, long coherent-operation
times, and lack of need for light fields driving the dynamics
promised by magnetic levitation. The use of masses of the order
of 1013 amu has been forecast in this context29. While extremely
interesting, magnetic levitation technologies for quantum
experiments are still at an early stage30–33 with, at present, no
quantum superposition having been created which such
techniques.

In search of the quantum-to-classical boundary. The extreme
fragility of spatial quantum superpositions in the presence of
environmental interactions (ubiquitous in any realistic setting)
makes testing the superposition principle at macroscopic scales a
tall order. Indeed, such interactions result in a suppression of
quantum coherence in a position that can be described by the
following master equation in position representation34

dhxjρ̂tjx0i
dt

¼ � i
_
hxj Ĥ; ρ̂t

� �jx0i � Γðx � x0Þhxjρ̂tjx0i; ð1Þ

where ρ̂t is the statistical operator of the system at time t, Ĥ is the
system’s Hamiltonian, and

the last term of Eq. (1) describes the deviations from unitary
dynamics occurring at a rate Γ(x), which quantifies the
decoherence effect. The typical behavior of the latter, with a
quadratic dependence for small spatial separations and saturating
for large ones, is shown in Fig. 1. Such deviations from unitarity
can be due to environmental noises or non-standard modifica-
tions of quantum mechanics23,35,36. The environmental influence
is always present, and it inevitably disturbs the experiment
compromising the possibility to detect superposition states. The
typical noise effects on the experimental setups addressed in this
paper are due to collisions with residual gas particles, blackbody
radiation, vibrations, and in general any noise propagating
through the experimental setup. Quantitatively, for a sphere made
of fused silica with a radius of 60 nm and an internal temperature
of 40 K, placed in a vacuum in an environment at 20 K and a
pressure of 10−11 Pa [cf. Table 1], one has that for spatial
superpositions larger than a nanometer but smaller than a
millimeter, which is the range of interest for the interferometric
test we will consider here, the gas collisions give a constant
contribution36 Γðx � x0Þ � 1:1 s−1, while the contribution from
blackbody radiation depends explicitly on the superposition size
as Γðx � x0Þ � 4:9 ´ 1012 ´ jx � x0j2 m−2s−1.

As mentioned, Eq. (1) is conducive to an investigation on
potential deviations from standard quantum theory due, for
instance, to collapse models. Due to its interesting phenomenology,
theoretical interest, and current strong experimental effort in testing
it23,37–41, in the following, we will focus on the Continuous
Spontaneous Localization (CSL) model. The CSL model describes,
through a stochastic and non-linear modification of the Schrödinger

equation, the collapse of the wave function as a spontaneous process
whose strength increases with the mass of the system42. Its action is
characterized by two phenomenological parameters: λCSL and rc.
These are, respectively, the collapse rate, which quantifies the
strength of the collapse noise and setting the spatial resolution of
the collapse. Theoretical considerations lead to different proposed
values for such parameters: λCSL= 10−16 s−1 and rc= 10−7 m for
Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber43; λCSL= 10−8±2 s−1 for rc= 10−7 m,
and λCSL= 10−6±2 s−1 for rc= 10−6 m by Adler44. Consequently,
one can describe the evolution of the density matrix of a system
with Eq. (1) where, in addition to the decoherence effects ascribed
to the environment, a term accounting for spontaneous collapse
appears. The form of such a term and its effects are discussed in
detail in the Non-interferometric tests section. This reveals the
importance of careful characterization of environmental sources of
decoherence in view of probing new physics, which is the aim of the
space experiments with large nanoparticles reviewed here. It should
be noted indeed that, the experimental setups considered here are
relevant also for testing other models predicting non-standard
decoherence mechanisms45–47 or models like the Diósi-Penrose
(DP) one48–50 in which the wave function collapse is related to
gravity.

Possible advantages of a space environment. The main advan-
tage offered by space for quantum experiments with large parti-
cles is undoubtedly a long free-fall time. While freely-falling
systems are not necessary for some non-interferometric experi-
ments, they are the golden standard for the interferometric ones.
For the latter, long free-fall times are of crucial importance to
achieve better sensitivity and to increase the mass of the particles
in quantum superposition as the rate of the wavefunction
spreading is set by 1/m. In state-of-the-art interferometric
experiments, and for masses of up to 106 amu, the necessary free-
fall times are far below 1 s and can be readily achieved in
laboratory experiments16,26,28. However, going to significantly
higher test masses requires correspondingly longer free-fall
times1,2,26 such as to eventually rendering it inevitable to per-
form such experiments in space (see Fig. 2). Long free-fall times
help also in non-interferometric settings. The latter do not
require the creation and verification of quantum superpositions
but are based on the modified dynamics predicted by alternative
models to quantum mechanics—as for example the heating
induced by the CSL noise on massive particles. In this context,
letting the particle fall freely allows reducing the effects of all the
sources of noise that affect the center of mass motion. Among
them certainly is acceleration noise typically originating from
mechanical vibrations. However, one should also include other

Fig. 1 Decoherence function vs. delocalization distance. Typical
dependence of the decoherence function Γ(x) from the delocalization
distance x. The relevant limits are Γ(x) ~Λx2 for x≪ a and Γ(x) ~ γ for x≫ a,
where a is the characteristic length of the noise36.

Fig. 2 Required free-fall time for growing mass particles. The free-fall
time for the test particles in a near-field interferometer is of the order of the
Talbot time tT=md2/h, where m is the particle mass, h is Planck’s constant,
and d is the grating period. In experiments with significantly higher test
masses than the current record16 (red star in the figure), the required free-
fall time may eventually necessitate a space environment2.
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forces acting on the particle’s motion and which might be present
in the experiment thus maximizing the effects induced by mod-
ifications of quantum mechanics. In what follows, we provide a
brief yet rigorous account of the most relevant of such forces.

An equally important challenge is the isolation from vibrations,
which contribute to the overall decoherence mechanisms acting
on the system. Especially in the low-frequency regime, space
experiments can provide strong advantages compared to those
performed on the ground. For example, ensuring that an
interference pattern with a period of d= 1 μm formed during
an evolution time of T= 100 s is not washed out requires a
maximum acceleration noise of Smax

aa � 3d2=8πT3 corresponding
to

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Saa

p � 3:5 ´ 10�10 m s�2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
. Such low noise can be

achieved in space. The most impressive achievement so far
has been LISA Pathfinder with an acceleration noise as small asffiffiffiffiffiffi

Saa
p � 10�15 m s�2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
in the mHz regime51. This value has

to be compared to those of the state-of-art ground-based
experiments. For example, the Bremen drop-tower allows for
up to around 9 s of free fall52 in an environment characterized by
an acceleration noise of �10�5 m s�2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
. We also mention

that the exceptionally low level of noise achieved in LISA
Pathfinder has already allowed this experiment to provide bounds
on the CSL parameters that are more than three orders of
magnitude stronger than those provided by the ground-based
gravitational waves detector LIGO53–55, thus demonstrating the
advantages—in terms of isolation from vibration—of space-based
experiments.

A potential additional advantage of a dedicated space mission
is data statistics. In state-of-the-art matter-wave experiments16,
many test particles pass through the interferometer simulta-
neously. In proposals, considered in the QPPF, suggesting to
prepare the initial state of the test particle by optomechanical
means, the test particles pass through the interferometer
individually1,28,56. Thus, the time of the experiment is inevitably
longer, and growing with the number of data points required. For
example, in an experiment with 104 data points, where a single
shot takes 100 s (10 s), the data collection would last more than
11.5 days (27 h). This compares very favorably to the typical
number of two or three runs per day that can be performed in a
microgravity environment on the ground as at the Bremen drop-
tower, which is limited by the necessity of setting and resetting
the pressure in the entire tower between two consecutive drops. It
should be mentioned that this limitation is not present in the
Hannover Einstein Elevator platform where, for free-fall times of
≤4 s, 300 runs per day are possible57.

State-of-the-art technological platforms. The space environment
promises, in principle, to provide a unique combination of low
temperature, extremely high vacuum, and very long free-fall
times. In particular, the temperature in space is naturally limited
by the temperature of the microwave background radiation of
about 3 K while the vacuum is instead limited by the presence of
cosmic and solar radiation58. However, in actual space-based
experiments, additional shielding may be required. For example,
if the spacecraft is in an orbit about one astronomical unit from
the Sun, the payload will have to be shielded from direct solar
radiation. The spacecraft will require stabilization using micro
thrusters, which will introduce force noise, and there will need to
be station-keeping maneuvers. These measures, as well as the
gravitational field of the spacecraft, will reduce the achievable
free-fall time. In addition, the equipment necessary to operate the
payload and the spacecraft typically will be in an enclosure kept at
a stable temperature of about 300 K. Inside the spacecraft, it is
therefore not trivial to achieve cryogenic temperatures and
extremely high vacuum levels. Achieving the vacuum levels and

temperatures necessary for macroscopic tests of quantum physics,
therefore, requires careful considerations. In the context of the
MAQRO mission concept, it has been suggested to use purely
passive radiative cooling and direct outgassing to space in order
to achieve these requirements1,2,59,60. During the QPPF study,
this concept was adapted to protect the scientific instrument with
a cover and to enhance the cooling performance by additional
active cooling using a hydrogen sorption cooler4.

The protective cover limits outgassing to space, and the QPPF
study concluded that the achievable pressure would at best be
10−11 Pa instead of the aimed pressure of 10−13 Pa. As a result,
the experiments were constrained to a test particle mass up to
2 × 109 amu and free-fall time up to 40 s. Because this has a
significant impact on the science objectives, improving the
achievable vacuum in space-based experiments will be a critical
issue to be solved before a space mission of this type can be
launched. Two other critical issues were identified in the QPPF
study4. Firstly, the mechanism needed for loading the test
particles into an optical trap in extremely high vacuum conditions
needs further scrutiny and several viable alternatives are under
consideration. The QPPF study suggested desorbing particles
from microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and guide them
to the experiment using linear Paul traps4, a mechanism that is
currently under further investigation by ESA. An alternative
suggestion makes use of a combination of linear Paul traps and
hollow-core photonic-crystal fibers2 or the desorption of particles
from a piezoelectric substrate using surface acoustic waves. The
challenge of such desorption-based approaches is to make sure
that the desorbed sub-micron particles do not carry a net
charge61, and that their center-of-mass motion is sufficiently cold
to allow for optical trapping. At the same time, a sufficiently low
internal temperature of the particles is required to avoid
decoherence due to the emission of blackbody radiation1,56.
Secondly, the optical gratings used for preparing nonclassical
states have grating apertures comparable to the size of the
nanoparticles to be employed. This can decohere the quantum
states via photon scattering. A recent study62 investigated the
latter issue extending the formalism of near-field interferometry
beyond the point-particle approximation and offering the basis
for the analysis reported in the Interferometric tests section.

Non-interferometric tests
In this section, we focus on non-interferometric tests of quantum
mechanics. Differently from the interferometric ones, this class of
tests does not rely on the availability of quantum superpositions
but is based on side-effects of modifications of quantum
mechanics. Consequently, they can be performed also in presence
of strong decoherence, although the latter will influence the
effectiveness of the test. For this reason, they currently provide
the most stringent tests of collapse models on the ground.

A plethora of different experiments belong to this class and
exploit different physical systems. Among them, precision mea-
surements of the internal energy of a solid, expected to vary due
to the collapse noise, have been exploited63–65. The modifications
to the free evolution dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensate
due to the presence of the collapse mechanism have been
investigated66,67. And X-ray measurements—which exploit the
fact that the collapse mechanism makes charged particles emit
radiation68–70—have already provided strong limits on the Diósi-
Penrose model71. In this context, also optomechanical experi-
ments are of particular relevance41,53,54,72–76. They are typically
used to characterize noise77–79, and thus possibly discriminate
between standard and non-standard noise sources41.

One of the most promising non-interferometric tests in space is
based on monitoring the expansion of the center-of-mass position
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spread of a freely-falling nanoparticle80. The main reason, as it is
shown in Eq. (2) below, is that the position variance grows as the
cube of time, making evident the advantage of the long free-fall
time that can be achieved in space. It could be argued that long
times can also be achieved in ground experiments by suspending
the particles using an harmonic trap. However, the use of such a
trap would certainly introduce additional noises and, more
importantly, it would imply a position variance growth that scales
only linearly with time67,81.

Given the evolution in Eq. (1), it is easy to show that its non-
unitary part does not affect the average position 〈xt〉 of the par-
ticle, but changes its variance σ2 ¼ hx2t i � hxti2 by a factor 〈Δσ2〉
that, for a free system and in the x≪ a regime [cf. Fig. 1], reads

hΔσ2i ¼ 2Λ_2t3

3m2
: ð2Þ

The diffusion rate Λ is the sum of different contributions stem-
ming from residual gas collisions, blackbody radiation, and non-
standard sources, such as the CSL or the Diósi-Penrose model.
For the CSL model and a homogeneous sphere of radius R and
mass M, one has75,82

ΛCSL ¼
6λCSLM

2

m2
0R

2η4CSL
1þ η2CSL

2

� �
e�η2CSL þ η2CSL

2
� 1

� �
; ð3Þ

while for the DP model one obtains

ΛDP ¼ M2G
2_

ffiffi
π

p
R3

ffiffiffi
π

p
erf ηDP

	 
� 3
ηDP

þ 2
η3DP

h

þ e�η2
DP

ηDP
1� 2

η2DP

� �i
:

ð4Þ

We have used the dimensionless parameters ηCSL= R/rc and
ηDP= R/R0 with R0 a free parameter that is characteristic of the
DP model83. These expressions can be then used to set bounds
on, respectively, CSL and DP parameters with space-based
experiments, as we discuss next.

Long free-fall times: opportunities and challenges for space-
based experiments. A possible space-based experiment, as envi-
sioned in the MAQRO proposal and QPPF, is as follows. A
nanosphere is initially trapped by an harmonic optical potential
and its center-of-mass motion is optically cooled. The trapping is
then removed and the nanosphere remains in free-fall for a time t
after which its position is measured. Achieving a high position
resolution is possible by, for example, combining a coarse-grained
standard optical detection on a CMOS chip with a high-
resolution backscattering detection scheme84, which could even-
tually provide a position accuracy on the order of ε= 10−12 m at
a typical bandwidth of 100 kHz, by controlling the measurement
back-action85. By repeating such a procedure N times, one can
reconstruct the position spread σ2 and thus quantify the effects of
the non-unitary dynamics through Eq. (2). To detect effects as
those predicted by the CSL or the DP model, one needs to
minimize the competing standard decoherence effects (from
collisions and blackbody radiation), which contribute to the total
Λ in Eq. (2).

We are now in a position to estimate the bounds on the CSL
parameters. To do this, we employ the values in Table 1. We
consider silica nanospheres with a 120 nm diameter as test
particles and an internal temperature fixed at 40 K. Moreover, we
also assume levels of vibrational noise similar to those obtained in
LISA Pathfinder51. With these assumptions, the strongest
competing effect to the CSL noise is the collisional decoherence,
which limits the bounds on the CSL parameters. Such a bound is
indeed obtained by setting ΛCSL equal to the collisional
contribution to the diffusive constant36 Λ. We show the
corresponding bound as the solid red line in Fig. 3, where such

bound is compared to ground-based ones achieved by state-of-
the-art experiments on the CSL model.

For what concerns the DP model, the state-of-the-art
experimental bounds indicate that the free parameter R0 is
limited to71 R0 ≥R

�
0 ¼ 0:5 ´ 10�10 m. Because the DP-induced

collapse becomes stronger for smaller R0, the maximum effect is
obtained for R�

0 . Such a value of R0 leads to a position spread in
the aforementioned set-up of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hΔσ2i

p
� 3´ 10�26 m for t= 100

s, well beyond the state-of-art position measurement sensitivity ε.
An important aspect to consider for experiments performed in

space is their limited lifetime. Especially when one considers long
free-fall times, this will have an impact on the statistical accuracy
with which one can determine the variance of the measured data
points2,4. The long free-fall time t required to see potential
deviations from the quantum predictions has to compete with a
finite time T available to take the complete data set. At best, the
number of data points can be N= T/t. This limit on the number
of data points implies a statistical uncertainty in determining the
position spread. To quantify it, we assume that the initial
quantum state of the test particle is the ground state of an
harmonic oscillator with a mechanical frequency ω. Conse-
quently, the measured position will be normally distributed and
the corresponding fractional uncertainty of the variance of the
measured position will be86

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=ðN � 1Þ

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2t=T

p
. Assuming

the deviations from the quantum predictions to be small, the
statistical uncertainty of the variance is Δx2f �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2t=T

p
x2s , where

x2s � t2ω_=2m is the variance of the wavepacket predicted by
quantum physics for times much longer than 1/ω. By taking ω=
105 Hz for the trap frequency, a free evolution time t= 100 s and
a total time T of 30 days, we have that Δxf ~ 3 × 10−5 m which has
to be compared to the sensitivity ε ~ 10−12 m. For these

Fig. 3 Exclusion plots for the Continuous Spontaneous Localization (CSL)
model parameters {rc, λ} from non-interferometric experiments. The
solid, red line represents the bound on the CSL parameters that can be
potentially achieved through non-interferometric experiments in space with
the parameters in Table 1. Here, the main limitation is due to the
environmental conditions of pressure and temperature. The dashed red line
indicates the upper bound that could be obtained by decreasing the
pressure to P= 3 × 10−14 Pa so that the main limitation would be
represented by the statistical error. These bounds are compared to the
strongest bonds and corresponding excluded parameter regions present in
literature: X-rays emission (blue region)70, LISA Pathfinder (green
region)53,55, multilayer cantilever (brown region)41. The gray region is the
theoretical lower bound, which is estimated by requiring the collapse to
become effective at the mesoscopic scale where the quantum-to-classical
transition is expected127. The black dots, with their error bars, represent the
GRW’s43 and Adler’s44,128 theoretical values for the CSL parameters.
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parameters, the statistical uncertainty will dominate over the
position sensitivity ε already after about? 0.1 ms. Such statistical
uncertainty becomes a fundamental limitation for the experiment.
The corresponding upper bound on the CSL parameters are
represented by the dashed, red line in Fig. 3. To reach such a
limit, the pressure would need to be reduced by more than two
orders of magnitude, down to P= 3 × 10−14 Pa, with respect to
the conditions set by the continuous red bound.

Figure 3 and the analysis above suggest that non-
interferometric experiments performed with the parameters in
Table 1 can enhance only partially the exploration of the CSL
parameter space. A more substantial improvement would require
to solve technical challenges, such as a significant pressure
reduction. Alternatively, one can pursue the path of interfero-
metric experiments, which is discussed in the next section.

Interferometric tests
Here, we will provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art
for proposals of interferometric experiments testing the super-
position principle of quantum mechanics for higher masses than
the current experimental record on the ground by using a space
environment. We will discuss the challenges faced by such
experiments, and we will provide novel simulation results esti-
mating the interference visibility expected in space-based
experimental tests of the superposition principle of quantum
mechanics.

Near-field interferometry. After Clauser envisioning its use for
“small rocks and live viruses” experiments87 and its initial
demonstration for C70 molecules interferometry88, for almost two
decades the most successful technique harnessed for interfero-
metric tests of quantum physics has been near-field
interferometry89,90. With this technique, and employing three
optical gratings91, in 2019 the Arndt’s group in Vienna was able
to successfully build and demonstrate spatial the quantum
superposition of big molecules with masses beyond16 104 amu.

Recently, the possibility to consistently describe the effects of
an optical grating on large dielectric particles with radii
comparable to the optical wavelengths62,92 has opened the
possibility to use optical grating to study quantum interference
on even larger particles. At the same time, concrete proposals to
go beyond the current mass record, employing individually
addressed dielectric particles and single optical grating2,4,28 have
shown the experimental viability of near-field interferometry to
actually perform such larger mass superposition experiments.

We thus focus specifically on these implementations to give an
overview of how a near-field interferometric scheme works.

We refer to Fig. 4 for a schematic representation of a single-
grating near-field set-up. Contrary to the case of lighter systems,
where molecular beams are engineered, each nanoparticle in the
experiment is individually addressed. We thus have, at each run
of the experiment, four main stages:

(a) The nanoparticle is trapped and cooled down in an optical
cavity for a time tc after which the center-of-mass degree of
freedom is in a very low-temperature thermal state
characterized by the momentum and position variances
σp, σz. No cooling down to the ground state is required.

(b) The particle is released and free fall for a time t1. During
this time, residual gas collisions and thermal radiation are
the main sources of decoherence. The free evolution of the
post-cooling state needs to guarantee that the coherence
length is sufficient to cover at least two adjacent “slits” of
the optical grating.

(c) A retro-reflected pulsed laser provides a pure-phase
grating92 for the dielectric nanoparticle. Scattering and
absorption of grating photons constitute the main deco-
herence channels in the short interaction time with the
grating.

(d) Second period of free evolution for a time t2 during which
the same sources of decoherence as in point (b) act. This
stage has to last enough time for the interference pattern
to form.

(e) The position of the particle is measured via optical
detection2,4.

By repeating this protocol (a–e) many times, an interference
pattern can form in the measured position distribution. This
pattern can be mathematically described by a probability
distribution function P(z) which can be analytically derived from
a phase-space treatment of the interferometric experiment28,92:

P zð Þ
δ

¼ 1þ 2 ∑
1

n¼0
Rn Bn

ndt2
tTD

� �
cos

2πnz
D

� �
e�2 nπσz t2

Dt1

	 
2

; ð5Þ

where δ ¼ m=ð ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σpðt1 þ t2ÞÞ, tT=md2/h is the Talbot time

and D= d(t1+ t2)/t1 is a geometric magnification factor. In this
last expression, the Bn’s are known as the generalized Talbot
coefficients92,93 and account for the coherent and incoherent
effects of the optical grating, while the kernels Rn account for
environmental decoherence, due to absorption, emission, and
scattering of thermal radiation and collisions with residual gas,
during the free-falling times t1, t2. This expression remains

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of a near-field interferometry
experiment. The figure sketches the different stages of a near-field
interferometry experiment employing single nanoparticles, as described in
the Near-field interferometry subsection. The letters (a–e) correspond to
the different steps as described in the main text. a The particle is initially
trapped in an optical cavity for a time tc; (b) The particle evolves freely for a
time t1 subject to the decoherence effects of its environment; (c) The
particle interacts with a laser standing wave with wavelength λ resulting in
a laser grating with a period d= λ/2; (d) The particle evolves freely for a
time t2; (e) The position of the particle is finally recorded. Note that while
for ground-based experiments the time axis corresponds also with the
vertical position of the particle, in space-based experiments the particle
remains in the same position (relative to the experimental apparatus) and
the trapping laser, the grating laser, and a final measurement laser must be
activated in turns at different times.
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formally unchanged when classical particles following ballistic
trajectories are considered, but the explicit expressions for the
decoherence kernels and Talbot coefficients will change. Expres-
sion (5), with the proper coefficients, can thus be used to describe
the classical shadow pattern arising from a completely classical
description of the system (see Fig. 5). Finally, non-linear
modifications of quantum mechanics—but also other sources
of positional decoherence like e.g., stochastic gravitational
waves background94,95—can easily be included in Eq. (5) by
introducing their respective noise kernels Rn. We refer the
interested reader to literature26,62 and the Supplementary Note 1
for a detailed derivation and explicit expressions of the functions
entering Eq. (5).

In order to go beyond the current near-field interferometry
mass record, large particles need to be used. Here, “large” refers to
spherical particles with a radius R comparable to or greater than
the grating period d such that kR≳ 1, where k= 2π/λ is the wave-
vector of the optical grating. In the following, we will use the
formalism based on Mie scattering theory62 to account for a large
particle traversing an optical grating. For what concerns the pure-
phase character of the grating—i.e., its coherent effect on the
particle’s state—it can be shown that the unitary evolution of
the particle’s state ρ̂ (reduced along the longitudinal direction z)
when traversing the grating assumes, in the eikonal approxima-
tion, the form zh jρ z0j i ! exp �iϕ0ðcos2kz � cos2kz0Þ� �

zh jρ z0j i;
where ϕ0 is the eikonal phase factor characterizing the coherent
evolution. This is the same as in the case of a point-like particle
and the only difference introduced by the use of Mie scattering
theory96,97 is found in the structure of the eikonal phase ϕ0 which
can be expressed as

ϕ0 ¼
8F0EL

_cϵ0aLkjE0j2
; ð6Þ

in terms of the laser and particle parameters. Here, cϵ0∣E0∣2/2 is
the intensity parameter of the incident light, EL and aL are the
grating laser energy and spot area, respectively, and F0 is obtained
from Mie theory upon the evaluation at z=−λ/8 of the
longitudinal conservative force acting on the particle62,92.
Equation (6) reduces to the well-known result ϕ0 ¼
2RðχÞEL=ð_cϵ0aLÞ with χ the polarizability for a point-like
particle. For what concerns the incoherent effects of the grating,
the finite size of the particles leads to modify the Talbot

coefficients with respect to the point-like case. We refer the reader
to Supplementary Note 1 for further details.

Finally, large particle near-field interferometric experiments
present several technical challenges26. Common to both ground
and space-based experiments is the challenge of diminishing as far
as possible any environmental noise which would suppress the
interference pattern. This can be achieved by a combination of
ultra-high vacuum and cryogenic conditions. Moreover, for
experiments aiming at using single particles in several (~104) runs,
a fast reloading/recycling technique must be developed4,98–100. On
top of these challenges, the key limitation for ground-based
experiments is the short free-fall time. This is due to the Earth’s
gravitational field and limits such experiments to a few seconds of
free evolution. While this challenge can be overcome in principle, it
will require a substantial modification of the scheme to go beyond
masses of the order of 107 amu26,29. This is not the case for space-
based experiments, where current estimates show the promise to
reach masses of the order of 109–1011 amu and free-falling times of
the order of hundreds of seconds2,4. In the following section, we
substantiate these claims by presenting an optimized analysis of
space-based near-field interferometry showing the actual possibi-
lities offered by a space environment.

Optimization for large particles: the current frontiers. We
present in this section the results of a numerical investigation of
the possibilities offered by space-based experiments in conjunc-
tion with near-field interferometry as discussed in the previous
section. We employ the formalism based on Mie scattering
theory26 to account for the finite size of the particles with respect
to the grating period, and we use the experimental parameters, as
summarized in Supplementary Note 2, which have been extracted
from the QPPF study about the MAQRO mission4. We are able
to include in our analysis all the major known sources of envir-
onmental decoherence which can affect the interference pattern.
In particular, we account for scattering and absorption of grating
photons at stage (c) of the protocol, residual gas collisions, and
black-body thermal radiation decoherence during the free evo-
lution stage (b–d). We then include the effect of modifications of
quantum mechanics in the form of the CSL model with white-
noise23. What we present here is the first fully consistent analysis
of such a set-up and its potential for fundamental physics studies,
which does not rely on the Rayleigh approximation, which cannot
be consistently used unless for order of magnitude estimates.

Fig. 5 Talbot carpet arising from pure phase-grating without any source of decoherence for a point-like particle. This picture shows the comparison
between (a) the interference pattern predicted by quantum mechanics, P(z) in Eq. (5), and (b) the shadow pattern that is formed by classical particles
following ballistic trajectories (on the right) for different values of τ= t2/tT, where t1, t2 are the free evolution times before and after the laser grating while
tT is the Talbot time of the interferometer. It is then apparent that, in order to can claim the observation of a quantum superposition, we need to be able to
distinguish between these two patterns.
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One complication of near-field interferometry—in contrast
with the textbook case of far-field interferometry—that needs to
be taken into account when performing an experiment is that also
perfectly classical particles following ballistic trajectories through
the optical grating would form a typical interference-like figure
known as Moiré shadow pattern89 (see Fig. 5). It is thus of crucial
importance to discriminate between this pattern and a quantum
mechanical one88. This is a prerequisite for both claiming to be
able to test the superposition principle and for any analysis of
modifications of standard quantum mechanics. Thus, we
introduce the first figure of merit (ℵQC) to estimate the "distance”
between the quantum interference patter’s probability distribu-
tion (pdf) and the pdf of the shadow pattern which would result
from classical mechanics

@QC ¼ 1
L

Z L=2

�L=2

jPQðzÞ � PClasðzÞj
jPQðzÞ þ PClasðzÞj

dz ð7Þ

where L= 10−7 m is the spatial window in which the position
measurement is performed and PClas (PQ) is the pdf predicted by
classical (quantum) mechanics. A similar quantity can then be
obtained to discriminate between a quantum interference pattern
and the pattern deriving from modifications of quantum
mechanics. We will focus here on the CSL model with white
noise. Thus the second figure of merit that we will employ is
ℵQCSL, which is given by Eq. (7) with PClas→ PCSL.

In the following, we assume to be able to discriminate values of
ℵ ≥ 0.05 (i.e., difference bigger than 5%) which appears to be an
experimentally justifiable choice101. Moreover, we optimize over
the parameters t1, t2, EL/aL of the set-up, which can be easily
controlled, to maximize the figure of merits. As we will see, the
optimization leads to values of the figure of merits well above the
5% threshold. Before illustrating the results of the analysis, let us
comment on the choice of parameters. On the one hand, the free-
falling times t1, t2 are extremely important in the formation of the
interference figure, whether it is t1 which guarantees a sufficient
spreading of the initial state to a coherence length covering more
than two “slits” or t2 which allows the interference to happen.
These two times can also be easily adjusted in a space-based
experiment by simply changing the activation times of the grating
and measurement lasers. On the other hand, the parameter EL/aL
enters directly in Eq. (6) and thus determines the pure-phase
coherent effect of the grating. This parameter can also be easily
tuned, being a property of the way the grating laser is operated.
We keep instead fix all the other parameters entering our analysis
(see Supplementary Table 1). These are: the wavelength of the
grating laser, which is dictated by current technological
possibilities; the material(s) parameters of the nanosphere, we
considered silica (SiO2) particles which are widely employed in
optomechanical experiments for their optical properties; environ-
mental parameters, which have been extracted from the QPPF
study4 and represent the current state-of-the-art for space-based
set-ups. Furthermore, always referring to the QPPF study on the
stability of a possible mission’s spacecraft, we constrain the total
free-fall time to t1+ t2 ≤ 100 s. Note that, the QPPF study
concludes that, due to vacuum restriction, the interference
pattern for the proposed MAQRO mission would be visible for
free-falling times of up to 40 s. However, the 100 s benchmark is
among the scientific objectives of the community, as reported in
the QPPF. We thus chose to present our results with this
constraint on the times. Nonetheless, our analysis shows that a
free-fall time of 100 s would be achievable within the parameters
of the QPPF without spoiling the interference pattern.

As outlined above, the first step in the analysis is to consider when
ℵQC is large enough to guarantee the possibility to certify a quantum
mechanical interference pattern and then consider the corresponding

ℵQCSL. Figure 6 shows the results of our numerical investigation in
this respect. The panels in the first row show the values of ℵQC, i.e.,
the distance between the classical shadow pattern and the quantum
interference one, for particles masses {107, 108, 109, 1010, 1011} amu
as a function of t1, t2 and for the values of EL/aL which maximize the
distinguishability. The latter is reported, as a function of t1, t2, in the
Supplementary Note 2 (see Supplementary Fig. 2 therein). From the
first row of Fig. 6, we see that ℵQC takes values definitely larger than
the experimentally justifiable threshold of 5% for free-fall times t1+
t2≤ 100 s, opening the way to direct tests of the quantum
superposition principle with mesoscopic quantum systems in large
spatial superpositions. The panels in the second row in Fig. 6 show
instead of the comparison between the quantum interference pattern
and the one which would arise if the CSL noise—with parameters
chosen at λCSL= 10−8 s−1 and rc= 10−7 m as proposed by Adler102

—was present. The panels on the second row are obtained by
evaluating the cost function ℵQCSL at the same values of EL/aL used
for the upper row, i.e., the values that, at fixed {t1, t2}, maximize the
quantum-to-classical distinguishability. It should be noted that, for
the comparison between CSL and quantum mechanics, we do not
necessarily need to restrict our attention to only the values of the
parameter EL/aL that maximize the classical-quantum distinguish-
ability. Indeed, by direct inspection of the interference figures it can
be deduced that, in general, the classical and CSL patterns are quite
different as far as they are not both flattened out by the effects of the
noises (environmental or fundamental). This means that we can look
for other parameter values which increase the distance between the
quantum and CSL patterns. We show this on the third row of Fig. 6
where we report the values of ℵQCSL at the values of EL/aL which
maximize it. As it can be seen, the difference with the panels of the
second row is not large apart for very light masses, meaning that the
combined maximum distinguishability is nearly achievable.

Finally, Fig. 7 extends the previous analysis to the whole
parameter space of the CSL model. This exclusion plot is obtained
for values of the parameters t1, t2, EL/aL which maximize the
distinguishability between the quantum and CSL predictions, i.e.,
ℵQCSL, as shown in the third row of Fig. 6. The solid lines in Fig. 7
show the upper bounds that could be achieved with space-based
near-field interferometry experiments with particle masses up to
1011 amu. As it can be seen, already the use of 109 amu particles
(green solid line) has the potential to rule out collapse models
even beyond the values GRW originally proposed for the
parameters, a feat that is outside the reach of current experiments.
This is one of the main results of this work. It shows that near-
field space-based experiments hold the promise to push tests of
quantum mechanics—and of collapse models—way beyond what
is possible with ground-based experiments and have the ability to
directly access a large and unexplored area of parameter space
{λCSL, rc} of the considered modifications of quantum mechanics.

In conclusion, we should cite that, while the analysis presented
in this section makes use of the formalism developed to account
for the finite size of the particles62, and we have included all
major sources of decoherence following the technical details laid
down in the ESA’s QPPF report4, the description of the system
suffers from an unavoidable level of idealization. Without
entering in the discussion of technical challenges like the load
and re-use of the nanoparticles in several runs of the experiment,
we can still point out some of the idealizations made that enter
directly into the simulations of the interferometric set-up. In
particular, throughout this work we have assumed: the particles to
be perfectly spherical, thus neglecting rotational degrees of
freedom; the particles to be homogeneous, which has allowed us
to use the formalism62 derived from Mie-scattering theory;
finally, we have employed the sphere’s bulk material refraction
index which is tabulated in the literature. This last point is
discussed in some detail in recent works62, where it is shown how
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the coherence properties of the grating interaction strongly
depend on the refraction index. It is thus a crucial step for any
realization of interferometric space-based experiments with large
nanoparticles to conduct preliminary experiments to determine
the physical properties of the nanoparticles, with particular
reference to their refractive index which could deviate from the
bulk material one.

Conclusion and outlook
In this perspective article, we have discussed the unique possi-
bilities offered by the space environment for investigating the
quantum superposition principle by dedicated interfrometric and
non-interferometric experiments and to test quantum mechanics
in the parameter regime of large-mass particles, impossible to
reach on the ground by today’s technology. In particular, we have
focused our attention on the generation and certification of
spatial quantum superpositions of particles with sizes of the order
of hundreds of nanometers and the possibilities that this offers for
fundamental tests of quantum theory and alternatives thereof103.

After arguing for the advantages offered by space, being the
long free-fall times and the availability of low-noise conditions,

we considered two main experimental strategies for fundamental
studies in space. The first one is the indirect approach of non-
interferometric experiments, which does not require the creation
of spatial superposition. This strategy has been proven key in
recent work on the ground to test collapse models in otherwise
unreachable parameter regimes. The second strategy is the more
direct one based on interferometric experiments. Here, near-field
interferometry with large dielectric nanospheres is the current
powerhouse, proven experimental technology, and shows its
potential when combined with the advantages of the space
environment. We have reported a detailed forecast of the
potential offered by these techniques based on state-of-the-art
parameter values and showed how space-based experiments offer
the possibility to both certify the creation of macroscopic
superpositions and essentially rule out an entire family of alter-
native models to standard quantum mechanics. Most impor-
tantly, we have not found a fundamental showstopper for
performing both interferometric and non-interferometric
experiments in space.

Needless to mention, large spatial superpositions of high-mass
systems will provide a fine probe for further tests of fundamental
physics. This includes: the domain of high-energy particle physics

Fig. 6 Values of the cost functions ℵQC and ℵQCSL as a function of t1, t2. In all panels, the scale bar refers to the values of the cost functions (ℵQC or
ℵQCSL) as a function of t1 and t2, where t1, t2 are the free evolution times of the nanoparticle before and after the laser grating, respectively, and they appear
on the horizontal and vertical axes in all panels. The triangular area of the density plot is determined by the constraint t1+ t2≤ 100 s. The different columns
correspond to five different values of the mass of the nanoparticles considered, respectively, 107, 108, 109, 1010, 1011 amu. The first row shows ℵQC, i.e., how
distinguishable the quantum and classical interference figures are (the subscript QC stands exactly for Quantum-Classical). These figures are obtained by
choosing as the ratio between the laser energy and spot area (EL/aL) the value that maximizes ℵQC in the physically feasible range between 10−6 and 5 J/
m2. For the numerical values of EL/aL employed we refer to Supplementary Fig. 2. The second row shows the values of ℵQCSL, i.e., how distinguishable the
quantum interference figure is from the one accounting for the Continuous Spontaneous Localization (CSL)—here the subscript QCSL stands for the
Quantum-CSL comparison. These figures are obtained by assuming the same values of EL/aL used in the first row and for a value of the CSL parameters
proposed by Adler and given by λCSL= 10−8 s−1 and rc= 10−7 m. Finally, the third row shows the values of ℵQCSL like in the second row where, however,
the values of EL/aL used are the ones that maximize ℵQCSL independently from the results in the first row of figures. For the numerical values of EL/aL
employed we refer the interested reader to Supplementary Fig. 1.
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beyond the standard model, when it comes to testing candidates
of Dark Matter5–10 and possible effects in particle interactions
related to Dark Energy11–13; the low-energy regime of the inter-
play between quantum mechanics and gravity46,104–107; precision
tests of gravity14,15,83,94,108–111; the test of the equivalence prin-
ciple and of general relativity’s predictions, such as gravitational
waves, in a parameter range complementary to existing experi-
ments such as LIGO, VIRGO, GEO600, and the planned LISA
space antenna112,113, and frame-dragging effects114. Furthermore,
large-mass experiments in space will unavoidably provide a for-
midable platform for applications in Earth and planet
observation115,116, where large-mass mechanical systems have
already shown a superb capability as force and acceleration
sensors78,117–125, including in rotational mechanical modes55,126.

It is clear that the realization of large-mass, fundamental
physics experiments in space is an immensely challenging project.
Therefore, the most important next step is to form a community
of scientists, industry, and space agencies for defining a concrete
road-map for the accomplishment of a successful space mission
by working on fine-tuned theoretical analysis of conditions for
the experiment, coming up with new proposals to test further new
physics in the large-mass regime and, last but not least, to push
the development of technology readiness for space. Such a
roadmap should include performing proof-of-principle large-
mass experiments in microgravity environments— such a

sounding rockets, drop towers and Einstein elevators, space sta-
tions, CubeSats, and potentially on the Moon and Mars—in
alignment with international and national space agencies plans
for future fundamental physics experiments in space. We hope
that the results of this work will stimulate the physics community
to further investigate the possibilities offered by space-based
experiments of this kind.
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